THE 6TH ANNUAL YOUNG ENTERTAINER AWARDS | 2021
Honoring the work of Young Entertainers

BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTOR | FEATURE FILM

Nominees

CHRISTOPHER CONVERY
Brahms: The Boy II

EDAN HAYHURST
The Secret Garden

JORDAN A. NASH
Come Away

BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTOR | STREAMING FEATURE FILM

Nominees

JONAH COPPOLELLI
Agent Toby Barks

JAYDEN GREIG
Aliens Stole My Body

GRAYSON THORNE KILPATRICK
Black Pumpkin
BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTRESS | STREAMING FEATURE FILM

Nominees

EVA ARIEL BINDER
You Are My Home

HADAR CATS
My Dad's Christmas Date

LAUREN MCNAMARA
Aliens Stole My Body

BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTOR | STREAMING FEATURE FILM

Nominees

SEBASTIAN BILLINGSLEY RODRIGUEZ
Love, Guaranteed

KEI
Timmy Failure: Mistakes Were Made

JOSHUA PACKARD
The Truth About Santa Claus
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTRESS | STREAMING FEATURE FILM

Nominees

JESSICA DU
Secret Society of Second Born Royals

CARMELA GUIZZO
Aliens Stole My Body

MORGANA MOGENT
Clouds

JULIETTE MAXYME PROULX
The Decline

SAVANNAH REINA
Holidate

BROOKLYN ROBINSON
Escape: Puzzle of Fear
BEST YOUNG ENSEMBLE CAST | FEATURE FILM

Nominees

The Secret Garden

DIXIE E GARICKX
EDAN HAYHURST
AMIR WILSON

Aliens Stole My Body

JADEN GREIG
LAUREN MCNAMARA
CHRISTIAN CONVERY
SEAN QUAN
CARMELA GUZZO

BEST YOUNG DIRECTOR

Nominees

ELLA JERRIER
The Waiting Room

KEI
Covid Chronicles: Life on the Inside

MARISSA LEAR
Cut Off

SAGE BURIGANA MARCUS
Lost and Found
BEST YOUNG ACTOR | SHORT FILM

*Nominees*

JAC CARRERA
*Around the Block*

KEEFE GARCIA
*Kalinga*

MASON MCNULTY
*Sundown Trail*

JORDAN POOLE
*Take It Easy*

**SAMMY VOIT**
*How to Be a Man*

BEST YOUNG ACTOR 12 AND UNDER | SHORT FILM

*Nominees*

GUNNER CASH JENNINGS
*Secret Garden*

SAGE BURIGANA MARCUS
*Endgame*

**JORDAN A. NASH**
*The Chippie*
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | SHORT FILM

Nominees

MONTANA JACOBOWITZ
Mood

MARISSA LEAR
Cut Off

JESSICA PERL
Rip Current

BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 13-15 | SHORT FILM

Nominees

SARAH NOELLE EASTEP
UnderMind

NIKI GARCIA
Kalinga

ELLA JERRIER
The Waiting Room

LAUREN MCNAMARA
Alma's Pond

SOPHIE VIRIO
The Difficult Kids
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 12 AND UNDER | SHORT FILM

Nominees

SAMARAH CONLEY
Aperture

AVERY GARCIA
Your Hands in My Hair

NORA HARRIET
Mr. Voki

BELLA ROSE
Great Southern Hope

AVA TORRES
Hard to Place
BEST YOUNG WRITER

Nominees

RACHELLE HENRY
The Lightning Hour

ELLA JERRIER
The Waiting Room

MATHIEU SILVERMAN
The Quaran-Teen(s)

BEST YOUNG PRODUCER

Nominees

RACHELLE HENRY
The Lightning Hour

ELLA JERRIER
The Waiting Room
BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV MOVIE, MINI SERIES OR SPECIAL

Nominees

LACEY CAROLINE
Harbor Island

SADIE COLEMAN
Holly & Ivy

JORDYN CURET
Lilly's Light: The Movie

AVERIE PETERS
Project Christmas Wish

BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTOR | TV MOVIE, MINI SERIES OR SPECIAL

Nominees

SEBASTIAN BILLINGSLEY RODRIGUEZ
Christmas on the Vine

FINDLAY JAMES DAVIES
Homemade Christmas

ETHAN THOMAS JUNG
A Very Quarantwinned Christmas
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV MOVIE, MINISERIES, OR SPECIAL

Nominees

SOPHIE BULLOCK
A Very Quarantwinned Christmas

ISLIE HIRVONEN
Christmas with the Darlings

MADELINE HIRVONEN
Christmas with the Darlings

LAUREN MCNAMARA
Hearts of Winter

LINA RENNA
Lone Star Christmas

BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTOR | TV SERIES

Nominees

MITCHELL BERG
Side Hustle

TRISTAN BYON
A Million Little Things

JACE CHAPMAN
The Healing Powers of Dude
BEST LEADING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV SERIES

Nominees

LILLY BARTLAM
Detention Adventure

XOCHITL GOMEZ
The Baby-Sitters Club

SOPHIE KIM
The Healing Powers of Dude

BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTOR | TV SERIES

Nominees

KIT CONNOR
His Dark Materials

CHRISTIAN MICHAEL COOPER
When Calls the Heart

JUDE RIORDAN
Brassic
BEST SUPPORTING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV SERIES

Nominees

AVA GRACE COOPER
When Calls the Heart

EVERLEIGH MCDONELL
Good Girls

BEST RECURRING YOUNG ACTOR | TV SERIES

Nominees

TRAVIS BURNETT
Dispatches from Elsewhere

MASON MCNULTY
Schooled

OWEN MORGAN
Cobra Kai

CARSEN WARNER
Everything's Gonna Be Okay
BEST RECURRING YOUNG ACTOR 12 AND UNDER | TV SERIES

Nominees

SEBASTIAN BILLINGSLEY RODRIGUEZ
The Baby-Sitters Club

KEI
Just Roll with It

MCKALE THOMPSON
Condor

BEST RECURRING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV SERIES

Nominees

MIA BELLA
Gabby Duran & The Unsittables

JORDYN CURET
Raven's Home

MIKAYLA PACHECO
2Real4U

ATHENA PARK
Ghostwriter

GLORY JOY ROSE
Danger Force
BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTOR | TV SERIES

Nominees

TEMIRLAN BLAEV
Killing Eve

CHRISTIAN MICHAEL COOPER
Supernatural

REYN DOI
S.W.A.T.

GRAYSON THORNE KILPATRICK
Dave

HUNTER PAYTON MENDOZA
LA's Finest

BEST GUEST STARRING YOUNG ACTRESS | TV SERIES

Nominees

SARAH DU
Odd Squad: Mobile Unit

NIKI GARCIA
The Healing Powers of Dude

MADELINE HIRVONEN
DC's Legends of Tomorrow

EMERSON MACNEIL
This Hour Has 22 Minutes

JULIETTE MAXYME PROULX
Epidemic
BEST YOUNG ACTOR | VOICE OVER PERFORMANCE

Nominees

KEEGAN HEDLEY
Daniel Tiger's Neighborhood

DASHIELL MCGAHA SCHLETTER
Scissor Seven

JADIAN TOROS
Odd Squad Podcast

BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | VOICE OVER PERFORMANCE

Nominees

ANNA CLAIRE BARTLAM
True and the Rainbow Kingdom

LILLY BARTLAM
Paw Patrol

NIKKI CASTILLO
Summer Camp Island

ISLIE HIRVONEN
Soul
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS 12 AND UNDER | VOICE OVER PERFORMANCE

*Nominees*

EVA ARIEL BINDER  
*Stillwater*

**JUJU BRENER**  
*Red Shoes and the Seven Dwarfs*

JORDYN CURET  
*The Children*

JESSICA DU  
*Blue’s Clues & You*

MADELINE HIRVONEN  
*Soul*

BEST PERFORMANCE | MUSIC VIDEO

*Nominees*

LACEY CAROLINE  
*Sunflower*

MONTANA JACOBOWITZ  
*Reckless*

GUNNER CASH JENNINGS  
*Sunday Smile*

**POOJA KYLASA**  
*New Rules*

ZAHHLE MOORE  
*Tough Girl*

BRIANNI WALKER  
*We Must Rise Up*
BEST MUSIC SINGLE

Nominees

SAMARAH CONLEY
Movin' On

MONTANA JACOBOWITZ
The Things I've Done

POOJA KYLASA
Someday or One Day

BEST YOUNG ACTOR | WEB PERFORMANCE

Nominees

PARKER HALL
Trinkets

GUNNER CASH JENNINGS
Jettie Poop Troop

MATHIEU SILVERMAN
The Quaran-Teen(s)

SAMMY VOIT
I Am Not a Mouse
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | WEB PERFORMANCE

Nominees

MADELINE HIRVONEN
50 States of Fright

CHARLOTTE PULLEY
Adopted Daughter Rejects Birthmom

BRIANNI WALKER
Mean Girl

BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | WEB HOST

Nominees

LACEY CAROLINE
Nascar Kid Reporter

JORDYN CURET
Life Hacks for Kids

RACHELLE HENRY
The Lightning Hour

ISABELLE MACNEIL
CBC Kids News
OUTSTANDING INFLUENCER

Nominees

MONTANA JACOBOWITZ
FERNANDA VILLALOBOS

BEST PERFORMANCE | COMMERCIAL

Nominees

SEBASTIAN BILLINGSLEY RODRIGUEZ
Hyundai

JORDYN CURET
Cox

JESSICA DU
Happy Meal

NATASHA ESCOBAR
Brighten Your Kids Day

MORGANA MOGENT
ETSY

ZAHLEE MOORE
Pokeman Game Buzz

JULIETTE MAXYME PROULX
Jean Coutu La Rentre
BEST YOUNG ACTRESS | LIVE THEATRE

Nominees

MCKENZIE FRANKLIN
Intimate Apparel

RACHELLE HENRY
The Bridge

SIOBHAN WRIGHT
No Safe Harbour

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL

THE NOMINEES!!

#SUPPORTYOUNGENTERTAINERS